The notion of a C-ultrahomogeneous graph, due to Isaksen et al., is adapted for digraphs, and then a strongly connected C4-ultrahomogeneous oriented graph on 168 vertices and 126 pairwise arc-disjoint 4-cycles is presented, with regular indegree and outdegree 3 and no circuits of lengths 2 and 3, by altering a definition of the Coxeter graph via pencils of ordered lines of the Fano plane in which pencils are replaced by ordered pencils.
Introduction
The study of ultrahomogeneous graphs (resp. digraphs) can be traced back to [12] , [6] , [11] and, [7] , (resp. [5] , [10] and [2] ). In [9] , C-ultrahomogeneous graphs are defined and subsequently treated when C = collection of either (a) complete graphs, or (b) disjoint unions of complete graphs, or (c) complements of those unions. In [3] , a {K 4 , K 2,2,2 }-ultrahomogeneous graph on 42 vertices, 42 copies of K 4 and 21 copies of K 2,2,2 is given that fastens objects of (a) and (c), namely K 4 and K 2,2,2 , respectively, over copies of K 2 .
In the present note and in [4] , the notion of a C-ultrahomogeneous graph is extended as follows: Given a collection C of (di)graphs closed under isomorphisms, a (di)graph G is C-ultrahomogeneous (or C-UH) if every isomorphism between two G-induced members of C extends to an automorphism of G. If C = {H} is the isomorphism class of a (di)graph H, such a G is said to be {H}-UH or H-UH.
In [4] , the cubic distance-transitive graphs are shown to be C g -UH graphs, where C g stands for cycle of minimum length, i.e. realizing the girth g; moreover, all these graphs but for the Petersen, Heawood and Foster graphs are shown to be C g -UH digraphs, which allows the construction of novel C-UH graphs, in continuation to the work of [3] , including a {K 4 , L(Q 3 )}-UH graph on 102 vertices that fastens 102 copies of K 4 and 102 copies of the cuboctahedral graph L(Q 3 ) over copies of K 3 , obtained from the Biggs-Smith graph, ( [1] ), by unzipping, powering and zipping back a collection of oriented g-cycles provided by the initial results. However, these graphs are undirected, so they are not properly digraphs.
In this note, a presentation of the Coxeter graph Cox is modified to provide a strongly connected C 4 -UH oriented graph D on 168 vertices, 126 pairwise arc-disjoint 4-cycles, with regular indegree and outdegree 3. In contrast, the construction of [3] used ordered pencils of unordered lines, instead.
We take the Fano plane F as having point set J 7 = Z 7 (the cyclic group mod 7) and point-line correspondence φ(j) = {(j + 1), (j + 2), (j + 4)}, for every j ∈ Z 7 in order to color the vertices and edges of Cox as in Figure 1 . 
corresponding to the three edges e 1 , e 2 , e 0 incident to v, respectively, 
Presentation of a C 4 -UH digraph
Consider the oriented graph D whose vertices are the ordered pencils of ordered lines of F , as in (1) 
for some, i ∈ {1, 2, 0}. This way, we obtain oriented 4-cycles in D, such as ((0, 26, 54, 31), (6, 20, 43, 15) , (0, 26, 31, 54), (6, 20, 15, 43) 
Theorem 1
The oriented graph D is a strongly connected C 4 -UH digraph on 168 vertices, 126 pairwise disjoint oriented 4-cycles, with regular indegree and outdegree both equal to 3 and no circuits of lengths 2 and 3.
